1. Start at cone on your left, when acknowledged by Judge walk over bridge
2. Lope on Left lead ½ way to mailbox
3. Break to jog, jog to mailbox
4. At Mail box stop, open and close mailbox with your right hand
5. Lope on Right Lead over ground poles
6. Break to extended trot, trot to Barrel
7. Stop at Barrel, pick up bucket with right hand, carry bucket at walk to 2nd Barrel, set it down
8. Walk towards log and set up facing out gate, to back up,
9. Back straight alongside the Bridge, stop acknowledge Judge, exit arena at walk
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**Start at the cone

1-Walk into the middle square; stop; Complete a 360 pivot to the Right
2-Walk out of square and jog off; break to a walk
3-walk over the bridge; stop; sidepass Left; back straight between bridge and log
4-Complete a 90 pivot to the Left, walk a few steps then lope off on the Right lead; break to a Walk
5-Walk through the ‘W’; pick up a lope; on the Left lead lope over the the 3 squares length wise; break to a walk
6- Walk up to the mailbox; open and close it; hesitate to show completion of pattern
**Start at the cone**
1-Log into the middle square; stop; Dismount and complete a Ground tie; When finished remount
2-Walk out of square and jog off; break to a walk
3-walk over the bridge; stop; sidepass Left; back straight between bridge and log
4-Complete a 90 pivot to the Left, walk a few steps then lope off on the Right lead; break to a Walk
5-Walk through the ‘W’; pick up a lope; on the Left lead lope over the the 3 squares length wise; break to a walk
6- Walk up to the mailbox; open and close it; hesitate to show completion of pattern
1. Wait for judge, begin jogging to bridge, break to walk before and over bridge
2. Pick up right lead, lope to box, break to jog before box
3. Jog through center of box, turn right, jog through center of box again
4. Lope left lead to mailbox, break to walk before mailbox
5. Stop at mailbox, remove and replace object, walk around mailbox
6. Jog to sidepass log, stop, sidepass right then left
7. Jog into box, stop, turn 360 left, halt
8. Dismount, ground tie, gather reins and exit at a walk
1. Walk into box, stop, dismount
2. Ground tie and remount, walk out of box
3. Jog to sidepass, stop, sidepass left then right
4. Lope left lead to mailbox, break to walk before mailbox
5. Stop at mailbox, remove and replace object, walk
6. Pick up right lead lope to box
7. Lope through center of box, circle right and lope through center of box again, continue to lope
8. Break to jog, jog to bridge
9. Walk before and over bridge, jog around and into box, stop
10. Perform 360 turn right, walk out of box